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Abstract:   The   concepts,   models   and   procedures   used   in   Operational   Research   and   Decision   Aid
(OR-DA),  LLnlike  their counterparts  in the  physical  and  natural sciences,  can scarcely claim  to describe
realities  which  would  be  independent  of  the  observer  and  which  would  exist  independently  of  other
human actors. We must admit that in most decision-making contexts. various participants in the process
interact with reality - as much through the judglnents they bring to bear as through their behavior - and
contribute to creating what we would like  to  describe  as  an  external object.  Even  in instances  in which
such interaction is virtually non-existant. the results or `truths' which the use of our concepts, models and
procedures enables us to reach remain contingent upon numerous options (how a problem is formulated,
the  means by which  uncertainty,  imprecision  and the  ill-determmation  are  taken  into account,  ctc.),  as
well  as  upon  one  or  more  value  systems.  In  order  to  give  meaning  to  results  produced  in  OR-DA,
researchers  have  followed three main paths.  Each of them may be,  but  does not necessarily have  to t)e,
associated with a particular quest:  the path of realism and the quest for descriptions for discovering, the
axiomatic  path  and  the  quest  for  norms  for  prescribing  and  the  constructivist  path  and  the  quest  for
working  hypotheses  for  recommending.   Each  of  these  paths  and  quests  are  presented  in  turn  and
submitted  to a critical emmination.  It emerges  there from  that a `decision science' (the  precise meaning
of  this  expression   is  specified)  can  only  be   rooted   in   the  path  of  realism,  which  implies  accepting
postulates and hypotheses which have proved unusable  in the practice of OR-DA. The article concludes
by showing how by shifting the object of the quest for knowledge it nonetheless appears possible to speak
in  terms of a  decision-aid  science.  However,  within  this framework,  the validity and viability of (he  body
of knowledge produced  remain sources of further questions.

Key`iiords:  Decision  theory;  Modelling;  Mul(i  criteria  analysis;  Philosophy;  Decision  aid

I.  Introduction

"For which of you.  intending to build  a  tower,

sitteth   not   down   first   and   counteth   the   cost,
whether  he   hath  sufficient   to  finish  it?".  I   For
centuries  voices  have  been  raised  advising  us  to
take the time to reflect, to calculate, to anticipate
before reaching a decision and acting on it.  Grad-
ually  there  arose  the  notion  of  referring  to  ab-
stract  ideas  and  hypothetical-deductive   reason-
ing  to  guide  and  justify  human  actions.  Even  as

I   Luke  14:28  (St.  James  version).

Cornripondance /a..  Prof. 8. Roy. UniveTsity of I.aris-Dauphine.
P]ace   du   Marechal   De   Lattre   de   Tassigny,   F-75775   F'aris
Cfdex  16.  France.

early   as  the   Pythagoreans,   abstract   knowledge,
the   mystery   of   numbers   and   the   harmony   of
spheres was thought to confer power over matter.
Much  later.  the  science  of  calculating  probabili-
ties  began  to  develop,  particularly under  the  im-
pulse   of  very   concrete   issues   linked   to   parlor
games   and   insurance   (both   of  which   held   an
important  place  in  XVIIth  century  society).  See
citation   1.  According  to  Condorcet  (see  Baker,
1982),  calculating  probabilities  should  define  the
instrument   through  which   the  contingencies  of
life and human behavior can enter into the world
of mathematical ideals. The field of social mathe-
matics  thus  created  should  enable  us  to  change
human  deliberation  and  decisions  (in  particular
political  decisions  expressed  through  voting)  into

0377.2217/93/S06.00  ©  1993  -  ELsevicr Science  Publishers  B.V.  AJl  rights rescrvcd
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Citation  1

rational  decisions.  For  his  part,  Leibniz  thought
morality  should  be  subnritted  to  deduction  and
mathcmatjcal    calculation.    Auguste     Comte
dreamed  of a  government guided  by science  (Ci-
tation   I   leads   us   to   question   on   this   kind   of
objective).  Through  a  scientific  analysis  of work,
Taylor  hoped  to  dininish  human  misery (see  Ci-
[atjon  2).  These  are  merely  a  few  examples,  no
doubt  selected  somewhat  arbi[rari]y,  among  the
many others attested in  history.

After   the   second   World   War,   this   hope   of
reasoning  ou[  decisions  -  or will  [o  reason  therm
out  more  rationally  -  fl.rTlily  took  root  with  what
js referred to by the general term of Management
Science  and.  more  specifically,  with  Operational
Research (OR) and  Decision Ajd (DA).  2

At  the  present  time.  many ol.ganizations,  both
public  and  private,   have   research   units  or  djvi-
sions  whose  job  is  [o  prepare  decisions  in  ways
thought  to  be  scientific.  The  number  of  special-
ized journals  and  other works  dealing  with  deci-
sion  theory  or  decision  science,  Operatjorial  Re-
search,  Management  Science,  etc.  has  increased
significantly.

The   exact   meaning   atlribuled   lo  !ems   like   Opcraljonal
Research  and  decision  aid  or scicnec wll bc  cxplieiled  la!er
On  in  lt'e  text.

b„p_th Of. any,  tas,1 carp:i o¥t on  the shop-
fpor, or in the. grfe. rltus for each job  sk.
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Citation 2

This work and the activity resulting from it are,
in  practice,  the  outcome  of an  approach  to work
which frequently diverges from the ideal of objec-
tivity  normally  attributed  {o  science (in  confom-
jty  wl.th   the   meaning  of  objectivity  precised   in
Gtation   3).   Indeed   in   many   cases   those   who
claim  to  shed  light  objectively  on  a  decision  take

(#f:esdyp#ct[toanfut#t##Z;g#dy

=m%Sprfroapso=t#.tote"#a#,frhaze
pi.apeTties  and  chafacteTistics  thiac  trtmscerd
i.he,.6:9rfs.  arl  states  Of  owarc:nag  Of  the
ifi;zP4LaLs the devise nd ccratonpblir them
(Cha[ners  (1982)).

Citation 3
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a stand  - consciously or unconsciously -  for an a
priori position or for a prevailing hypothesis which
they then seek to justify. Arguments for making a
decision  are  thus  put forward  more  in  the  spirit
of advocacy than in that of an ot)jectivc proof (see
GRFIU,  1980; Amstrong, 1979). We should note
that  Mitroff (1972) sees  this  advocacy strategy as
a  legitimate  and  perhaps  desirable  approach  to
science. What occurs in practice does not prevent
a number of Operational  Research and Decision
Aid theoreticians  3  from assuming -  implicitly or
explicitly - that only the lack of means (time and
money)   limits   the   validity  of  this   decision-aid
mode.  In  so  doing.  they  consider  that  in  all  cir-
cumstances there is, objectively speaking, an opti-
mat  decision (taking into account certain charac-
telistics of the individual or group in charge Of it)
which  any  analysis  or  research  should  try  to  ap-
proxinate as closely as possible.

In spite  of this  discrepancy between  the  inter-
pretation  of  what  is  done  in  practice   and  the
theoretical conception of what could or should be
done,   a  certain  body  of  knowledge   subject  to
critical   discussion.   What  gives  meaning  to   this
body of knowledge and what are the areas where
it  teaches  and  infonns  us?  Does  it  teach  us  to
know and  to approximate  the best objective  deci-
sion  or,   less  ambitiously.   to   make   decisions  in
favor  of what  we  think  is  Tnost  suitable  for  us?
The  aim  of  this  article  is  to  present  my  own
position on  this issue  afid  to  emphasize  how/ cru-
cial  it  seellis  to  me  by  considering  the  following
questions:  under what cofiditions  are u/e justifiecd
in recognizing a value in concepts, models, proce-
dures  and  results,  and  to  what  bases  should  `ve
refer in judgivg the `/alidity, viability  and reliabil-
ity  Of knovrledge  produced  in  OR-DA,  The  sec-
ond  question,  however,  carl  only  be   dealt  with
peripherally in  this  article.

In  order to take  a stance  on  the  first  question
and, consequentry, to reach a deeper understand-
ing  Of the  concepts  involved  in  OR-DA,  the  na-
lure of the models produced within this discipline
and  the nature of the  results which  OR-DA  pro-
cedures lead to,  it seems appropriate,  as we shall
see, to analyze the three main oaths taken ro cure
meaning   to   knowledne   Droduced   in   OR-DA. 4

J  See cspeciall)/ Kemeny and Sncll (1962).  Keency and  Raiffa

(L976L   Robcrts   (1976}   Bourdairc   and   CharTeeon   (1985}
Fischer (1989L  Keller (1989) and  Yon  Wintcrfeidt  (1989}

Each of these paths tends I]aturally (although not
necessarily) to  influence,
nature of the I towards

in  a  certain  way,  the
which it draws us, and

(his  affects  (he  answer to the  second  part of the
question:  What  does  this  body  of knowledge  in-
for]n  us  of?  It  is  from  this  perspective  that  we
shall analyze in  turn (see  Sections 3-5):

-   the  I)ath  of  realism  and   the  quest  for  a
description for discovering;

-  the axiomatic path  and the  quest for norms
for prescribing;

-   the  constructivist  path  and   the  quest  for
working hypotheses for recolnmending.

A( the outset, to avoid any confusion or misun-
derstaLnding, it would seem necessary to start first
with  some  remarks  clarigivg  several  aspects  of
our subject (Section 2). In the final section of the
article, I sham attempt, first of all, to show that in
order to give meaning to  the  body of knowledge
produced  in  OR-DA  in  reference  to  a  `Decision
Science', the first of these paths is the one which
is  and which should  be  followed,  usually  in  con-
junction with the second path. To follow the path
of  realism   is   to   adopt   an  ontological   position
whieh seems unacceptable to me. 5  Finally, I shall
show that i] we  abandon  this path and follow the
constructivist  path,  again  in conjunction with  the
axiomatic  path,  we  shall  be going towards  a  sci-
ence of decision-aid.

2. Preliminary remarks

Without   claiming   to   give   either   rigorous  or
general  definitions   here,   il  seems  necessary   to
me,  jn  order  to  avoid  any  misunderstanding,  to
clarify precisely what  I  mean  in  the  present  arti-
cle  by  the  tclTns  `OR-DA',  `science',   `viable  or
reliable knowledge` and, rinally,  `problem' (within
the  field of OR-DA).

2a) Concerning OR, I shall limit myself here to
citing two definitions quoted by Van Gigch (1989):

-   from   Morse   and   Kimball   (1951):   "Oper-
ations  Research  is  a  scientific  method  of provid-
ing executive departments with a quantitative ba-

`  Other  points  of  vievr   could   bc   included   within   a   larger

i]crspectivc  tlian  ihal given  in  the a.tle of the  present  article
(see,  for example.  D€ry et  al..1991).

5  Without  cnvisaging  a  similar  opinion  vis.a.vis  olher  scicn.

Iific rields.

I         .1`       -      i,.
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sis  for  dccisjons  regarding  the  operations  under
their control ;

-  from  Miller  and  Starr  (1969):  .`Operations
Research  is  appll.ed  decision  theory...   (It)  re-
quires the use of sci.entific, mathematical. or logi-
cal means to stTucture and resolve decision prob-
lems. Construction of an adequate decision model
is  crucial".

DA  can  be defined   (see
activity  of

Roy,   1985)   as   the
one  who,   in  ways  we   call  scientific,

helps  to  obtain  elements  Of answers  to  questions
asked   by   actors  involved   in   a   decision-making
process,  elements  helping  to  clarify  this  decision
in order to provide actors with the most favorable
conditions possible for that type of behavior which
will  increase coherence  between  the  evolution  Of
the   process,   on   the  one   hand,   and   the   goals
and/or  systems  of values  within  which  these  ac-
tors operale on the other. Within this framework.
DA  relies  on  OR  but  also  on  other  disciplines
and  on  other approaches.  Not  every contnt)ution
from  OR will  necessarily be  related  to  DA.  inso-
far  as  certain  purely mathematical  studies  which
bear  the  OR  label  are  not  directly  oriented  to-
wards  decision  aid. 6

The preceding definitions have been reiterated
here only to highlight the existence of a project  -
we  could  perhaps call  it a  `research  programme',
using Laka[os' (1974) expression,
DA: seeking

I.nherent
to give scientific

in OR-

a Pure y managerial nature. when
I speak of the field, I am referring cssen-
(ially  to  this  project   It  is  precisely  the  way  in
which  this  goal,  ad  corTelatively  certain  methods
used to attain  it, are conceived of,  that  are  under
discussion  in  the  present  article.

2b)   If,   jn   the   title   of  this   article,   I   refer  to
Science,  it  is  not  because  I  believe  that  there  js  a
unique.  privi[egcd  category  in  relation   to  which
we  can  situate,  without  ambiguity,  the  entire  do-
main  of (human)  knowledge.  As  Chalmers  wrote
in  1982. "philosophers do nor have resources that
enable  them to legislate on  the criteria  that must
be   satisfied   if  an   area   of  knowledge   is   to   t)e
deemed  acceptable  or  `scien[ific'''.   Nonetheless,
the ua[ifier   `scl`entific'   is
variety

frequently  used  in  a
contexts to express the idea that a body

6  For lhc ielaliouship between OR and DA. see Agrell (1983).

Halchuel  and  Molei (1986)  and  Roy (1987b).
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Sciouif ec  f tyeeLileae,  G4se  fangLizge, is ininn-
si¢aQ!! the cotrmorL propeTt!! Of agroap oT dse
mhing ac al[. rl;a un4eTstard it aye shoo need:
to   ftyo-ii   the   specia(   chpraL:teTistics   Of   the

8"ps  that  aea€e  art  use  it... rlheTe  is  ito
seanderd  hiaheT  €hLm  the  asseri€  Of  the  rele-
zmt  com;rriunrty...  There  is  no  neutTa(  a4go-
richm for €heoi!i choice, Tio systematic decisin

pTocedL;re  dyhafy  propeT4/  ap|]Ged,  tnust  feof
each indhichLal in the grow:p to the sa:rrue deci-
sion (gQrf u  (1970)).

Citation 4

of  knowledge  (a  network  of  concepts,   models,
procedures  and  outcomes)  has  been  established
dy taking  paths  Of a  sufficjent[y rigorous  nature,
as  well   as  appropriate   to  the   goal  set,   to   be
recognized  (at  lea§[  temporarily)  as  valid   by  a
givefl  community  (see  Chation  4).  We  lnust  be
able to submit  this goal,  as well  as the  appropri-
atcness of the paths  (aken to obtain it (especially
the  I)ature  of the  me(hods  used),  to  critical  dis-
cussjon (see  Citation 5).

2c)  When  we  are  concerned  with  either  deci-
sion-making or decision-aid, to what sort of verifi-
cation.  to what  type of critical discussion,  can we
submit  the  knowledge  it  produces?  In  OR-DA.
the  terlns of a  problem  are  not  the  same  as  they
are  in  those  disciplines  related  to  the  soralled

Li4ie tnychs  and costriobgies,  Scierue's  en6ea.-
vor is  to understand the rlAt.me Of ¢he dyoTt4
¢he away  it  is  nganized,  and mar.'s  pface  in
it...  tie  most  impoTtane  aspect  cortunon  to

6reeL thougk±  and  to  modem Science,  dyfiich
con;ftasts wi:±h the reqgious and tnythica[ fo.rm

Of  inqttir!!,   is   trills   the  errvphasis  on  cri;tica{
fucussion   and  verifiz;atiorL   (Prfgqgin   and
5tcngac  (ig84)).

Ci'atiotL  5
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`hard'  sciences.  Of coiirse,  as  with  the  latter.  we

can subscribe to the position put forth by Popper
and reproduced in Citation 6. Nevertheless, as we
shad  see,   it  would  seem  extremely   difficult  -
whatever  path  we  might  take  -  to  see.k  within
Popper'§   falsification   perspective   (see   Popper,
1968),  to  test  the  validity  of methods  -  whether
they be destined to discover, approximate or con-
struct the `best possible decisions' -as well as the
reliability  of  the  results  they  provide  (decisions
discovered,  prescribed  or recolnfnended  depend-
ing on which path we  take).

Under  these  conditions  the  question  becomes
on  what  bases  can  we  say  that  the  knowledge
produced within OR-DA is viable,  that a method
is  reliable,  that  we  are  dealing  with  a  body  of
scientific  knowledge?  As  the  pl.esent  article  un-
folds, I shall base my response to this question on
the text by Von  Glasersfeld (Citation  7).

2d)  h  pra!ical  experiences  involving  decision-
making,  the  way  in which  pnchzGms  arise  is wor-
thy  of  our  attention.  The  formulation  of  pl.ob-
lens,  in  the  field  of management  (in  relation  to
which  the  OR-DA project  as we  envisage it here
is  the  target)  will  not  bc  based  on  a  one-to®ne
relation  with   a   statement   referring   unambigu-
ously  to  such  categories  as  [hose  we  call  `data',
`unkno`rms',    `constraints',    `objectives',    etc.    In

practice,  in  order  to  cope  with  a  problem  effec-
tively,  we  need  a  sign  of  dissatisfaction,  a  judg-
ment on some(hing to be modified  and a stake in
which  the  actor  feels  involved.  Which  is  to  say

Sder.tire theones  un ruever 6e  .justifirf , or
ueTrfu;ch But in spec  Of ¢ftis,  a dyp_othesis  fi
can uzider certalrt cirarmstaaces  acheve more
than a hypothesis q3... ride best dye ¢ca. sa!! Of
a  hypothesis  is  €ha  xp  to  naeLi  it  hps   6_cat.
a6d-to show its worth, anrf that it has  6ecrt
rrorre   succasfu[   thazt   oiheT   hypotheses   a(-
though, in prirwi:plo, it can ticoeT 6e juseifeed,
verifed,  or even shorn to  6e pro6a6fe  (Pap-

per  (1968)).

Citation 6

I

Q3ult&   8aneraQ!i,    our   kymLlle4ge   is   usrfu£_
twhan±,  via6fe,  or houiaver aye zuant  co  calf
the posirfue cnd Of the scde Of an(iiation, if
it Seonds ap to apvieee and endds  us =to
tna4!e pediedons and 6ing alcrut or avoid, es
the   case  mall   6¢,   cmin  phao"enLi   (i.e.,
appcaraaces,   ¢oents,   apedfnees).    If   kt|Lo-
dybdye  d;oes  not  sclve  thLL;±  pxpese,  it  6eco-
tees   qu¢stiondfe,  un;reGa6fe,  tLsefess,   and  is
ouentuaQ!/ defychLeeed as sxperstition. tiLLt -is
to say, frorrL the ptqu€iL. poir.i Of viefty,  aye
considr ideas,  tharie5,  and .tiros  Of nL.ti[Te.

%rfg,:%tfaatt###£#%en?ty;Z
them) nyon gdsersfeb[ (1984)).

CitatiJm  7

that  the  problems  we  get  in(Crested  in  domot
correspond  to  the  Popperian  inagc  of a  ne§ting
box.  Fonowing  Smith (1988),  I would  like  tqT?m-
phasize here the fac( that these problems have. no`physical existence' but are. to the contrary,  `c.on-

cel)tual entities', `constructs' (see also Citatio`tL,8),
Taking charge of a problem and, conseqpently,

formulatin robleTn,   cannot be   envisaged
independently  Of  the   relationships  between   an
iEdivid`±±!_ and  reality.  Ftirthermore.  the  percep-
lions Of reality held by an individual, what he says
and what he whtes on  the  subject.  the  questions
he  brings  up  about  it,  etc,  constltute  a  [+[gakof
interacting with the real situation which tn?|u2!ell

:;::a::;§T;:gj:±:ea£Pg:.i;:`::`,;i:::Hfl:{j`e::i:;e:`§{:::a:I:I;:
Of  the  role  played  by  certain  actors  within-iris
process) ve find that the formulation Of the-pr6b-
len   itself  is  modified.   Moreover,   this   tyb€  Of
modification does not necessarily stop at bring!hg
in  additional  inforlnation  or  adding compleTrfen-
tary formulations to the original one. The change,
in  some  cases,  may  well  be  so  radical  that  it  is
legitimate to query if `A/e are still dealing with the
same problem.
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Scpe?tif e  in,v,estbatT,  says  popper,  startsan#.#prz±dsrot6y*tr£±
|Ifo6bms ng! 6e ziirongty forndted, that one

#ces###teEvie€dy#defffi6Se#.
cpstent. Pp6lerlls Of this ftynJf are rot So[ve4
they. ore. fisofued ed renloiied from the  i:-

fffeofm;rfgiv%ngs.to#etryv;fo*ofbethear:#futhe  FTo6b.in Of  the  trqjectory -of -dectrotLs  in
an  :?ierfeT:nee. p?tterTL  al±  ine  inportantprprto;rfff££hep,#£.I.Orffife
(TeyeTa6end  ( 19 75)).

Citatior, 8

As  I.andry  and  Audet  (1984)  7  have  convinc-
ingly pol.nted  out,  the  orthodox  model  of science
and  the naruralist attitude  connected with  jt can-
not  be  applied.  without  difficulty,  lo  what  they
term  the  `administrative  science'.  The  criticisms
they  put  forth  concerning this  are  entirely  I)erti-
nent   for  OR-DA:   they  imply  freeing  ourselves
from what Nietzsche  has called  the dogma of the
jmmaculate  perception.  In  conclusl.on,  therefore.
it is important not to lose sight of the following in
the  rcmajnder of the  present  article:  that  we  do
not discover a problem as we would a pre-existing
object  ;  the  forlliulation  we  give  to  it  cannot  be
generally   totally   objective,   but   is   expected   to
evolve   throughout   the   decision-making  process
(see  Roy,  1988).

3. The path of realism  8: Tlie quest for a descrip-
lion for discovering

I shall  begin with a brief explamtjon of what I
understand  by following this path of realism (see

'  See  also  hai]dry (1991).
8  which  we  could  aha call  the  Plalonic palh.

the dyof I nd its riode Of 6ehcoiour 'is tT;;:..
Athecco%nd,teogREg:asow#.
i:er:,.,ed ¥  i,he, dyey, i: is  i.-ir;penhatrf  Of
our thepretjca[ frotwledge Of it.-qjne th;ri;

##^y,ts#;,5±%,;i:#ty%a%aist%hevywfit is  (Chalners  (1982)).
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examples,  that  this  quest  comes  up  against  seri-
ou5  difficulties  in  OR-DA.  I  shall  conclude   by
polntjng  out   the   link  between  taking  this  path
and  the  way  in  which  we  conceive of managerial
problems.

3a)   Tckjng   the   pal4   a/  rea/tim   consists   of
acknowledging  that  a  certain  number of objects,
about which  we can  reason objectively,  pre-exists
`out  there  somewhere.  independently  of any  re-

search  work  carried  out.  This  is  a  Platonic  con-
cept  which  js  not  unrela[ed  to  the  fact  that  OR
researchers   are   mathema[jcians.   Indeed,   most
mathematicians  are  Platonists  as  Citation  10  ex-
plains  (see  also  Changeur and  Conl]es,  1989).

Faced   with   a   managerial   problem   involving
decision-making, mal]y OR researchers thf nk that
a  certain  number  of constraints  which  delimit  a
set  A  of feasible  solu[jons  or  e`'en  potential  ac-
tions, etc.  exist obi.ective[y outside  tine and inde-
pendently of the  different  actors  I.nvolved  in  this

9  For  more  dcfails.  see  I)Cry  el  aJ.  (1991).
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decision. In the same way there pre-exists in their
work and debates. a notion of `better' and `worse'
which   enables   us   to   Compare   these   so(utions,
actions,  etc.  It  can  take  the  forth  of  an  inplicit
system of preferences, pre-existing in  the head of
a manager commonly called the `decision-maker'.
There are also costs which represent, in rmancial
tens, the impact of each decision.

The analyst who pursues this type of reasoning
will   naturally  want  to  describe  what  exists.  He
will  endeavor  to  `stick  to'  this  reality  as  far  as
possit]le,  to  sinp/i.rty,  but  not  too  much,  to  find
correct  appraximaliors, to  avoid  biases,  to  track
domi  sources  of  J.mprccis/.on   with  reference  to
this reality which is itself precise.  Only our insuf-
ficient  information  and  the  restricted  nature  of
our computational  possibilities will  be  commonly
invoked  L°  by those who take this path of realism
to explain the imperfections in our knowledge. Be
that  as  it  may,  what  this  knowledge  teaches  us
about  is  clearly  defined:   a   reality  which  exists
independently  of  the  person  or  people  who  for-
mulates  the  problems  and/or who  produces  the
knowledge concerning jt. Under these conditions,
the  `scientific'  attitude  consists of seeking  to  de-
scribe  this of attempting to discover or to
approximate  -  (o  the  extent  to which  that might
be possible  -  the  (or a,  if several  exist  ex aequo)
best  decision  simply because  it exists.

3b) What  do we  observe  of  decis(.on-mating I.n
I,rac'ice?

Not    uncommonly.    the    solution    ultinately
adopted  in   the  context  of  a  problem  does  not
belong  to  the  set   .4  of  feasible  solutions  taken
into  account  by  the   OR-DA  model.   It  may  be
that  this  solution  was  not  envisaged  initially  be-
cause  it  was  too  unorthodox,  too  troubling,  etc.
and  that  only  later.  during  the  decision-making
process,  did  it  appear  to  be  the  `best'  possible
outcome,   given   a   complex   situation   -   due   to
conflicting  criteria.  for  example.   It  may  also  be

`°  We  can  also  consider  that  objects  l`ave  an  cxis.cnce  indc-

pendent of the aclion of those who seek  (o knour lhcm  but
the   kncmrledge  wc   acquire   of  thelTi   is  dcpendcnt  on  our
actions.  This  Ls  ino(her way  of explaining  the  imi)crfection
of ou( knowledge.  somethiTig which  is rarely  bToueht to  lJic
fore.  Tllis explanation  corresponds  (o a  constructivist  posi-
lion  wllicl`  does  not  aulomatically  lead  lo  the  quest  for  a
descTlplion  of concrcle  reality.

If ,  qrfter  alf,  P  --  .  1  is  a frol  Of  the urti.
verse,  an  inmuta6le  mLsb  eristing  for  ag
tine, theTL surely frfeT'S dsccoery Of this face
elias mere acci&ertt... 5oon£T or hact, it zuoulf
haoe  been  discovered...  Mathemedca( Pta-
"ism   is   the   zhedy   that   11.aehema;ties   egivts
independouly   Of  haTlan   6chngs.   It  is   .out
there sornetwhere., floa.ting armed eternally in

#he#e.P=rdaas#t%:°Tvittcoofpoftr%%c=c;..%
apinioT\ holds  that  ap|][icedons  Of tnathema-
des  coine;  about  6y frac.  rwe  create a, variety

Of  iTI&thematieal  panons  oT  stTuetures.  tie
ate   ¢heri  so   dedyhoed  wiul  ayfuit  zue   ha:ve
uroughe,  thLi±  dye  deaccately  fone  etarious

pkysicaf  and  socin[  aspects   Of  the  unfueT:se
ino these pactans as best aye cart (Daeris and
9fersch  (1981)).
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that  this solution was clearly excluded  because  it
violated  certain  constraints.  as  initially put  forth,
and  that  when  no  solution  from   A   could  give
satisfaction, the  aim of the decision was finally to
modify the  constraints.

Many  experiments  carried  out  [o  elicit  utility
functions (in the Von Neumann-Morgenstern and
multi-attribute    theory   sense   of   the   term,   see
Keeney  and   Raiffa.   1976)  by  questioning   tech-
niques  demonstrate  that  the  results we  arrive  at
depend  on  how we  go about obtaining them  (see
Fischer,   1979;   Delqui6   and  de   Neufville,   1988:
Mccord and  Leotsarakos,  1988; de  Neufville  and
Delqui6  1988;  see  also  Roy,  1987a).

When  wc  are  confronted  with  several  criteria
that should play a role in guiding decision-making
and  seek  to  obtain   information  concerning  the
relative   importance   or  weight  of  the   different
criteria,  it  is  not  usually  difficult  to  achieve  that
air. Let us specify that this infomation (whether
expressed   in   qualitative   or   quantitative   terms)
acquires significance only if it is clearly linked, on
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the  one hand.  to  a precise  and  quantified  defini-
lion  of the  chteria  and  on  the  other  hand.  to  a
well-idenlified  aggregation  model  (See   Roy  and
Bouyssou,  1993, Ch. 5, Sec. 4). Thus. jt is so when
this is a weighted-Sum model (a model frequently
referred  to),  with  any  unit  changes  on  a  criteria,
and,  a  fortjoli,  any modification  in  the  definition
of  that  criterion,   the  weights  involved  will   not
remain  unchanged.  The  same  is  true,  moreover,
of many other aggregation  models.  People  ques-
tioned  in  order  to  determine  the  Values  to  be
assigned to weights are not.  in general, conscious
of  the  ties  which  have  been  mentioned  here.  It
follows  that  they  will  reply  freely  to  questions
without being disturbed by the fact  thal the units
and  even  the  precl.se  definitions  of criteria  liave
been  lef( vague.

Many costs whf ch  play cn.tlcal  roles  jn  numer-
ous  models  refer  to  virtually  unspecifiable  reali-
ties, at least in the context of certain applications.
This  is  true  for  stock  out  costs  or  procurellient
costs,  for  example,  in  decision-making  problems
connected  to risk management.  The same  is  true
for  the  costs  of putting  in  orders  in  supply  man-
agement (see  Roy and Letellier,  1989).

These are a few examples chosen among many
others,  whi.ch  might  also  selve  to  illustrate  the
same  kinds of difficulties.

3.:^). C:.=^fro_=I_ed. _::lp  Ipe  abou'e-mentioned  diffi-
crdli.cS,   we   are   tempted   to   say   that   they   arise
because the problem has been poorly formulated,
notably due  to inadequate  preliminary alialysis.  I
think that this is no. the case, since  this objecti.on
is  valid  only  if we  reply  affirmatively  to  the  foI-
lowing  qtles(ion:

In. .g?neraL   when   confrorlted  wilh   a   situnlion
whi=h.  requires_ _decision-making,   is   il  -irsi;;i-iiie
and/or pe5Sr.b/e   to  set  forth  the  problem  ch
SUK:h  ?.  way  lha!  resolving  the  probie+;wi; :i
c.ounb.uie  .io_ changing  lhe  veiv  lerrns  irii-i6
fo-'e i'?
It  is  commonly  acknowledged  that  tl]e  above

should  be  true  for problems  `correctly  set  forth'.
Whenever the resolution of a I)roblem leads us to
query the way in which  it was set forth,  although
whatever  (see  2d)  gave  rise  to  the  problem  inj-
tially has not been  modified,  i[ is a natural  reflex
to  say  that  the  problem  in  question  is  di#enenl
from   the   initial  problem,   one  whf ch   had   been
inaccurately set forth.

This  concept  of the  `corl.ectly  set  forth.  prob-

might indeed want  to
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len  presupposes  tl]at  the  solution  is detemined
solely   by   its   formulation.   In   other  words,   the
deschptjon   of  the   problem   sliould   be   at)Ie   lo
impose the solution.  It is  thus  the way in whl.ch a
problem  is put  forth which  creates both  the exis-
fence   and   content  of  tlie   solu.ion.  Tlie   latter,
consequently,  should  never  contingent  upon  the
mode of reasoning used.

For whomever would reply `yes' to the preced-
ing  question,  I.I  is  clear  that  the  path  of  realism
and  the whole  conceptual  universe  amched  to it
are   pertinent   in   giving  meaning   to  knowledge
produced  in  resolving  `correctly  set  forth'  prob-
lens.  In the field of decision-aid, however, it may
bc lo our advantage not to seek, systematically, to
dissociate    formulation    from    investigation.   We

progress simultaneously on-.     -        _  --_---`_`-\,1\~\,  \J\,
both fronts.  This will  then  lead  us to answer .no'
to   the   question   above   and   .o   look   upon   the
off-used  I]otion  of the  `correctly  set  forth'  prob-
len as an unsuitable concept.

So the situation is that within OR-DA. it is not
a  rare  occurl.ence   to  affirm   that  a  supposedly
correctly set  forth  problem  will  turn out,  jn  fact,
to be  inadequately formulated with  regard to  the
reality  involved.   Moreover,   when   this  does  not
occur,  it seems  to me legitinate  to ask if the way
in  which  the  problem  was  set  forth  was  the  only
acceptable  way of formulating  I.t (see  Wcber and
Cdstunoglu,  1990).  My  entire  experience  i.n  OR-
DA   leads   me   to   think   that   the   reply   to   the
qucstjon  asked  at  the  tieginning  of c)  is,  in  geli-
eral.  a  negali.ve  one.  In  other  words.  confronted
with  a  given  decjsjon-making  context.  jt  I.s,  I  be-
lieve,  exceptional   to  find  that   there  is  only  one
way  of  `correctly  setting  foI.th.  the  problem  (the
formulallon  of  the  problem  is  indeed  to  a  large
extent dependent upon how the formulator of the
problem looks a[ and perceive it. as well as on the
actions  he  or  she  envisages  relative  to  the  prob-
lematic situation).

Under  these  condl.lions,  we   cannot  say  thal
with  aliother  formulaljon  (of  different  data,  un-
knorms,   constraints   or   objectives)   and/ol   all-
other way of coping used by a different actor (see
2d), the solution would have been  the same. This
is  yet  another  linitation  inherent  in  the  path  of
realism and  the  quest for a  description.  W}ioever
follows the path of realism is naturally inchned to
consider that there  is only one  correct way to set
forth a problem and  that this correct fomulation
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3b),  with  reference  to  this  notion  of the  inacou-
lately formulated problem, js a self-referring pro-
cedure   whose   linitatjons   and  distorted   effects
have been  ably discussed by Hoftstadter (1979).

4.  The  axiomatic  palli  and  the  quest  for  norms
for prescribil]g

ln  order  to  avoid  ndsunderstandjng,  I  think  jt
is  necessary  to  emphasize  at  the  outset  that  this
second I)ath may be combined just as readily with
the   path   of  realism   as  with   the   constructivist
path. I shall begin by explaining what this second
path  consists  of and  by  drawing  attention  to  the
fact  that  it  is often  taken  in  the  quest  for  norms
for prescribing. I shall then use a few exanp]es to
illustrate  this  position,  examples which  will  allow
us  to  get a  glinpse  of the  difficulties  invoived  in
such  a quest.  Finally, I shall  attempt  to bring out
certain  aspects  concerning  the  scope  and  limita-
lions of this path, aspects which appear crucial to
me  when  the  axiomatic  path  is  associated  with  a
quest  for  norms  for  prescribing.  I  shall  use  the
verb   `prescribe'  jn  its  strong  meaning,   as   does
Watson  in  citation  1.  in  line  with  the  usage  com-
mom  to many  anglo-saxon  authors.

4a) According to the 1977 edition of the French
Robert  Dictionary,  the  term  `axjom'  can  be  un-

|sdt::Sbt:e°3u'tns#f:e:iff:::ntt"::y:;¥n;:n`eunwdheom:::

Tfiz;   rroTTrrative   franeftyorR.  of   thz,   ra}inal
decfion mfing. pon4gr zuas _uJidely  acep-
ted rnariy  decodes  qgo  as  an idea( to-foifezJ  ;
more re¢entty it has been recognised that there
are diffic:rfufs in con;forming to thiLs ideaI. Ai
a Tesu(i  a futiziedor¢ has  6eon tnLid;e  6etayeon
rlortrative  methods   -   those   that  dye   ayoulz
i4affi!  [}}s  to folforu  .  ed  prescriptive  nee.
thods, the:i is, way  to pracri6e hodi decision
mksas  shoutt  appTogivo±e  to  this  ideal  in
|iraftie  (Watson (1991)).
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derstands   its   meaning  (first   principle)';   or   tan  I
intellectually  self-evident  assertion;  a  hypothesis
from  which  we  draw logical consequences with  a
view  to  devising  a(n)  (axiomatic)  sy§tem'.  When
the axiomatic path is associated with the quest for
noms  (see  especially  Von  Neumann  and  Mor-
genstem,  1954;  Raiffa,  1968),  it is rather the first
Of these  two meanings which  prevails with  refer-
ence  to  a  certain  conception  of  rationality.  For
many authors, however, a certain ambiguity floats
between  the  two  meanings.  Nonetheless,
the axiomatic path does not necessarily inply the
quest  for noms  for prescribing.  Even  fl  the  two
are  frequently and inplicitly associated,  the  term
`axiom'  is  aiso  used  where  there  is  no  question

either of an undemoustrable  truth or of an ideal
rule  which  i[  would  be  rationally  compulsory  to

::;::(,

follow.  Axioms  are  thus  seen  as  homes of refer-
ence  for working hypotheses  (see  Sections 5  and
6). This is a different way of taking the axiomatic
path,   one   clearly   explained   and   illustrated   in
Pcmy's   (1991)   doctoral   thesis   (see   also,   along
the[Sne3nRe.S6ie:::je£,.;:7a[,',.ca::,y£:tki[t9h9e]:.on.|

text  of  a  problem  which  aids  to  combine  ele-
ments,   [o  aggregate  points  of  view,   to  take   a
position  in  the  presence  of risks,  etc.  consists  of
transcribing,  in  formal  terTns,  those  demands  re-
flecting  a  form  of  rationality  in  order  to  investi-
gate its logical consequences.  The purpose of this
path  of forTnal  exploration  is  to  lean  something
concerning  the  fact  that  as  soon   as  we  acce|)t
certain  concepts.  principles  or  rules  as our start-
ing  point,  then  a  given  model  of  representation
will arise from these principles, a given procedure
wi.II  have  to  be  followed  and  a  given  result  \vill
become truth.                                                                1

Certainly  in  theory  at  least,  following this  path
in order to discover a landscape of conscqucnccs
in no way puts us under an obligation to confonn
to  it.  However,  a  strong  tendency  pushes  us,  de
facto,  to  accept  the  axioms  as  such  and  to  look
for support  to  those  consequences  discovered  so
as to jus(ify noms,  In  addition, we often attempt
(o  create  a  situa(ion  in  which  the  axioms  form
such  a  restrictive  system  that  there  is  room  for
only  a  single  mode  of representation  or a  single
procedure  (up  to  the  value  of  some  scaling  pa-
rameters).   It  is  implicitly  acknowledged  that,  if
each of the axioms taken separately appears suffi-
ciently  natural  to  be  inposed  as  a  norm  or  to
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constjtu[e an acceptable working hypothesis, then
lhe procedure or mode of representation in ques-
lion  should  be  accepted.  This  is  to  some  extent
validated by the axjoma[ic system.

When the axiomatic path is taken in this spirit,
it  coninbutes  to  conferling  meaning  on  certain
concepts, certain procedures or even on  the  opti-
mal character of a solution.  These concepts,  pro-
cedul.es and results can, in turn, participate in the
development of norms, as well as of prescriptions,

T£:±.f=._._he_.i.=LT=.Wo:+ot.Somemockei:.--Fit:i;.i.r€:scliption established in this way refers to an  ideal
which i. claims only to approxinate.  It is the very
existence  of  this  ideal  created  by  the  axiomatic
system   which   then   confers   all   its   validity   and
authority  upon  the  prescription  conceived  of on
such bases.

4P)  ln,  C?R:DAtry   axion.alic  system   hau`e   been
dei.e/aped, designed to demonstrate,  for example,
that  within  a  more  or  less  clearly  delimited  coli-
text:

- addl.lion was the only valid means of combin-
ing   in   order   to   aggregate   elements   of  diverse
types;

- a majority vote was the only equitable system
for designating a representative;

-  the  cardinall.ty  of  the  symmetric  difference
between  two  binary  relations  A  and  Ji'  (defined
on  the  same  set)  was  the  only  appropriate  dis-
lance  for  appraising  the  greater or  lesser quality
of the  approxination of  A  by Ji';

-   the  calculation  of  expected  value  was   the
only correct coul.se of action  for guiding behav..or
in  face  of risk.

Of course,  wi.bin  a different conte.tt justifying
other  deimnds.  the  system  of  axioms  would  riot
be  the  same.  Other  modes  of aggrega.ion,  other
means of voting. other dis.ances, other courses of
action  for  laklng  risk  ilito  accoiint  may  then  be-
come   legjtjmale.   The   link   thus   estat)1ished   bc-
tween  a  system  of  axjolns  ad  a  procedure  or  a
mode of repl.esentation necessarily arising from it
constitutes,  wilhou[  any doubt,  uLseful  knowledge.
The  examples  presen.ed above  give us a  glinpse,
I-_...__.__      _  ,.,..- _         _however,  of the  difficulties  involved  in giving au-7_   _   _.  -  e ,,,,, I,.,I,1

•horlty  to  nomis  on   an  axiomatic  basis   and   in..__ ...,.... v ,.,.  uw   all   iixloli]a.Ic   t)asis   and   in
establishing a I)rescrl.ption as an approxinatjon of
an  ideal  characterizcd  tiy  an  axjoiTlatic system.

ts).=|n orper t?  e:unin,e ,i;-;;=i: S't-:i:,:'ax-iomatic   path,   whether   to   prescribe   or   (in   the
weaker sense)  to  recommen-d

WC  must
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?-olifLP;;_=ritgivco;tsantseinxpe*gfianor
what ie.. ap|iears,  or is purported, ~to' 6;,  ;;;I
p¥roerff.iFf;_S;:tw#:et]f£_p#
Spfm±:gff,;pr#£:?P;aenrt§,d%£ly
e.2.2:¥ :fe co:sea:enc.es of the ir:unpt:n
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draw  attention   to   and  clarify  certain   points.   I
think it is useful at the outset to remind ourselves
that for solne the final goal of scientific endeavor
is  the construction  of axiom-based  deductive  sys-
t?ms.  .ITijs  is  an  objective,  however.  whieh  gives
rise   to  controversy.   Coume{   (1975)  emphasizes

__-     1````-``    e\,\,C,

that  Popper has changed his mind on this point:
•`The  admiration  he  brought  to  the  `marvellous

deductive   systems'   in  lnainematics   and   physics
had  given  him  loo  much  confidence  in  this  ideal
which  had  dornjmled  the  theory  of  knowledge
from   Eucll.de   io   Einstein ....    He   has  come   to

?cknowlcdge that this confidel]ce itself originated
in  a  prejudice:  the  remains  of the  dominatl.on  of
Newlonl.an  ideas  and.  to  go  back  even  further,
platonic  aiid  Euclidl.an  concepts  :  what  is  much
more  decisive  than  the  `deductive  dcvelopment',
upon   which   scientific  rationall.ty   resides,   is   the
`critical procedurc' in its different forms, through

which  `our errors insrmc[ us".
The  axjornatic  path  leads  us  with  ease  to  be-

ljeve  that  with
galnlng access

axioms
to j± clearly vall.datedlFh::

we  possess  the mLeans  of

the  a]u.oms seem  tF;nvey.  injs  is  precisely  the
daliger    in    acce|]ting    things    `as    such'    which

.Sot:`Z,::n¥trgnedceens::::vesth(:e{enc:i:::'s::b|[e2)io#:

=:::==|F±?a+!ty  apt. it±E:peal  ±g±.   It   js
.„ .-.--, ul5  iu  .uppusc  i[  so  lor  [ne  purpose  of
exploring the possible consequences. but jt js only
in relatl.on to the consequences thus brought into
the  opea,  within  the  framework  of an  axiomatic
system,  that  we  will  understand  wha(  the  axiom
considered  really  is.  The  pitfall  then  consists  of
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taking  it  rather  for  what  it  seeilis  to  be  or  for
what it clains  (o be and to proceed following this
basic datum.

I   shall   conclude   by  offering  three   remarks
meant   to   illustrate   the  points  discussed   above
and, more generally, to make plain the extent and
limitations of the  axiomatic path in OR-DA.

1)   It   is not   always easy  to  establish   a

makin or  behavior. result  from   the
rather esoteric nature of the axioms. Nonetheless,
we   should   observe   that  a  statement  will   seem
much  more  intelligible,  attractive  and  gratifying
when  it  is  in  hamony with  the  suITounding cut-
ture  and  will  thus  tend  to  be  accepted  without
any  critical  djscu§sion.  Thus  it  was  that  for  cen-
turies  scientists   believed   that   the   postulate   of
parallel   lines  could   one   day  be  deduced   from
other  Euclidean   postulates.   Because  of  this,   it
was  non-productive  of  serious  knowledge  to  try
and  deny  the  postulate  of  parallel  lines  (Gauss
hid  his work  on non-Euclidean geometry).  In  the
same  way,  in  OR-DA  certain  formal  properties
which  seem  natural  in  guiding decisions,  such  as
the  transitivity  of  indifference,  or  indeed  strict
preference  or  even  independence  in  relation  to
irrelevant  altematives,  can  be  productively  chal-
lenged.

2)  Even  if  each  of  a  system's  axioms  taken
separately  seenls  undeniable  (and should  be  ac-
cepted as  a  norln),  we  nonetheless have  no  basis
for accepting these axioms collectively. Indeed we
know of many cases  in whieh this type of aystem-
building  has  produced  surprising  results:  AJlais'
theory of utility and  paradox. Arrow's impossibil-
ity  theorem  reinterprcted  within  a  multi-criteria
decision-aid context,  e(c.  We can  tJius be  right jn
rejecting  one   axlom   in   consideration   of  others
that we  believe  tq be  accepted.

3)In order for a procedure or a mode of repre-
sentation  to  be  well  defined,  up  to the  values  of
some scaling parameters, by a system of axioms, jt
is  often   necessary  for  the  latter  [o  admit  of  a
statement which  uses  the  path of realism.  In  this
way  Von  Neumann-Morgenstern's  utility  theory
and, more generally. multj-attribute utility theory
presuppose the existence somewhere (in the mind
of  a  decision-maker)  of  a  complete  preorder  in
the  set  of  probabilistic  distributions;  everything
else js fomulated with  reference  to this reality.

5. The path of constTuctivism  [t  and tlie ques( for
working hypotheses for recommending

The injrd path and the quest associated with it
take on all their meaning only if we ackncrvledge
(see  (2d)),  as  we  progress  gradually  towards  the
elements   necessary   to   solving   a   problem,   that
some  ini(ial  data  may cease  to be  pertinent,  oth-
ers  may  appear,   new  questions  may  be  subs[i-
(uted  for  the  original  ones  (even   if  the  initial
problem  has  not  fundamentally  changed).  This
means that we would accept a negative answer to
the question  raised in the  begirming of (3c).  It is,
consequently,  within  this  framework  that  I  shall
present  this  path  and  the  quest  for working  hy-
pothescs  to  which  jt  leads.  I  shall  then  illLLstrate
this with several examples. Finally,  I shall discuss
the  scope  and  limitations  of  (his  third  path  in
comparison  with  the  two  presented  earlier.  This
will, in turn, lead mc to approach theL issue of the
validity  and  viability  of  knowledge  produced  in
OR-DA.

5a) Taking the
of  considering

c_9estructil;ism  ¢cmsists
concepts,   models

and results to be 4EL§ capable (or not) -of opening
procedures

certaiT .!g:±§ likely (or not) to be  appropri;te  fo=
organlzing  a  situation  or  causing  it  to  develop.
The concepts, models, procedures and results are
here seen as suitable  tools for developing convic-
tjons  and  allowing  them  to  evolve,  as well  as  for
colnmunicating  with  reference   to  the  bases  of
these  convictions.  The  goal  is  not  to  discover  an
existing  truth.  exterml  to  the  actors  involved  in
the process,  but to construct a
ril) open dooL¥ for

•set of kevs'

the  actors  and allow  them  to
proceed,   to   progress   in   accordance   with   their
objectives  and  systems of value.

I(  is  within  (his  perspective  that  we  can  most
suitably subTnj(  to critical  discussion,  not  only the
set of keys itself.  but also  the  manner in which  it
js  used.  In  the  same way  that  in order to open  a
series of locks we can have  recourse to numerous

"   Piagct's  view  (1967)  ihai  .inielligence  oiganizcs  the  unrld

by organizlng ilself  is central  to undcrstandjng tliis  palh.
L2   Here.  even  iTiore  ttian  wi[h  llic  other  nmo  patlIS.  the  !=E

:#.us::s[gan:,:3,Cads:hetT:,::;::;n,:a,.i:ng;vfe::,e£::
phenomena.   more   or   less   adroi(ly   dctachcd   from   their
Conlext  by  ap  obscTver.  in  order  to  serve  as  a  suFiport  for
in.estlgalion  ul/or communtcalion.
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sets of keys and handle them in many ways, thcle
isnotonlyonesetoftoolssuitablcforclarifyinga
decision  nor  is  there  a  sjngJe  `best'  way  (o mate
use of them.

The selection and development of keys, namdy
the  concepts,  models,  procedures  and  even  1[-
sults (possitily deduced from an axioll]atic system)
should be  - if we want to be able to subll]it them
to  critical  discussion  -  cleal.Iy  connected  to  (-I-
deed logically deduced from) one or several worl-
ing  hypotheses.  The  quest  for  such  workf ng  hpr
potheses   should   be   guided   by   the   judgment
brought  to  bear  on  their  suitability,  their  appraL
priateness for progressing towards certain convic-
tions  able  to  provide  the  basis  for what we  shan
call  a  recomme#d4ri.on.  In  this  paper  tbe  ten
`recollimendatlon'   has  a  weaker  meaning  lha.
`prescription' (see (4a)): the recormenda-ti5n-~:I

be developed without seeking to approxinate ap
(real  or  formal)  entity  considered  to  pre-exist
with  regard  to  the  study  undertaken.  The  con
tents  of  tbe  recommendation  may  be  only  tl]g
fruit  of a  conviction  constructed  in  the  course  of

:rinpgr,OncgeFnton:,caeyssa't::.:egty:fuitjtp::s,#v':,rvaec;i?ni
complex managerial  environment.

Thus.  according  .o  this  path, wc  are  forced  to
recognize that the knowledge we acquire in order

:o   shed   light   on   a   decision   cannot   be   wholly
independent of the course chosen to arrive at this
knowledge:   OR-DA   concepts,   models,   proce-
dures   and   results   appear   as   tools   destined   to

:hc;#:I:o:nytc:arbor:e:c:?S:S::ee:rJ§:;I:o°:n:Ve::ggea¥d:::r]:sc:[hTac:I

;O:i',
Ie possible solution but as one we would lik
especially well-founded.  AIl  the  same,  as
other solutions.  a prescription  remains contin-

•`!m;

gent upon  the  course  followed  in  order to obtain
it.  Even  I.f the convictions we arrive  at seem  to be
`cast   in  concrete',   this   path   always   leads   us   to

doubt  that  it  is  the  `only  possible  concrele'  (see
Citation   13).  Within  a  decision-making  context.
the  quest  for
base  a  recori-
roduction of  knowled

hypotheses upon  which  to
oriented  towards  the

concerning
to   a   decision-making

how  to  act
process),   as

"  This  idea  of `leading  lo.  obviouslv  does  noi  inply  that  we

are  dealing wi(A  a  linear scr]es of a  deductl.ve  type.

%¥,eraf##us6:..u#etyfntw4utnygk±
uihi±h   ae   raeioturfities.   rwc   consttuet   a;i
rea[rty, ?mongse all possible techties, dyhich-ri

rja=¥r%r%S±°#L¥,=£leonoft#he"grce%%.
It. is  n?t  the  only possi6le  coiunte,  trt is  rot
the  on4!  possible  cinieri:ng  (Series  (1982)).

Gtation  13

|„`]¥o:nc;h:¥::,:ty|sarnd:tt::::n::n:h°efcTae:e:;¥neeonve::`/

5b)  The  examples  which  follow  AVusfra/g  tAts
quest for .working hypotl.eses  whieh should ctn;€l-e
us  to  select  and/or  develop  keys  leading  to  a
recommendation,

I) There  are numerous  inventory management
models  based  on  the  concepts  of stock out  costs
and  procurement costs:  these costs are presented
as   if  they  enabled   us   to   descrit)e   an.obj-:::-i;:
reality  and  could,   therefore,  be  calculated  with
suitable  accuraey.  Nonetheless, we  often  observe
that in  replenishment  policy (notably for mainte-
nance  goods)  such  costs  are  quite  artificial.  To
calculate   them,   we   must   develop   many   rather
arbitrary   hypotheses.   Stock   out  costs  and  pro-
curement  costs  are.  more  often  than  not,  `con-
structed'   and   the   way   in   which   they  are   con-
structed  in  general  leaves  a large margin for lack
of   determination.   When   we   must   chcosc   the
`righ[' supply policy,  working hypotheses are  nec-

essary  to justify  one,  or  possibly  several,  null]eli-
cal  values  for  such  costs.  These  costs  may  also
appear  to  be  inappropriate  keys  or.  in  any case,
keys  to  be  used  only with  caution  and  as  late  as
possible  (see  Roy and  Letellier,  1989).

2) To effect comparisons  and establish prefer-
ences,  we  are  induced  to  conceprualizc  indices
and criteria; these are often presented as desclip-
tive  of  a  reality  which  is  designated  in  general
terms: price rises, average traffic, rate Of penetra-
tjon, etc. The path of realjsm consists of pastulat-
jng tJ]e  existence of a  real  figure which measures
the  quantl.ties  thus  designated  and of attempting

-.  -_--~===eeET€= ---.
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lA.t us o6sowe the the rotion Of .tne vahe.Ofne##dyg;#g%
ody,  to  re:prcsanto.tions  .Of -irf2  phecone:rorb
nd. Trot ,to i.ts peaf i;g. St?ti:ng tkac a paranue-
ter's vat uz; is f ourd witfiin -a certain-interval
Of  precisiLrrL  in  no  ayey  nearLs  that  a.  vabe,
wiieh wo:ilf Pe tpe .true va[pe. Of this paro-
meter,  egivts  in  tfiis  interz]a(  -  because-Tedu-
c.in8the,heJrofofpr:Eisionthoi+ghprogres5
in oi::r tr|:oof edge cou!{.necessitat; a iraisfor-
mf tion in the tory definition ?f the qica;rty
the ,pTanet:.r in .questjpn seed  to oinreherif
a?a.  the  sp[frtcring  .Of _ire  rrcaning-in  dirt-
tinet   n::edngs   wiie4   on4/   rirogivttly
cooler  the same grornd  (q3oriitz,c;-(19i8)).

Citation  14

to  construct  an  index  or  a  criterion  which  most
closely   and/or  without   bias   approxinates   this
figure.  The  constructivist  path  does  not  seek  [o
root   (his   figure   in   objective   reality.   This   path
acknowledges that what we are concerned with is
of such  a  high  degree of complexity  that  there  is
no  single  dinension  which   allows  us  to  apprc-
hcnd  jt  clearly  and  that,  consequently,  there  are
no  `true  values.  enabling  us  to  give  meaning  to
the  notions of approximation  and  bias (see  Cita-
tion  14).

In   this  context,   in  o(her  words,   there   is  an
irreducible lack of determination margin to quan-
tify what we are talking about (see Riveline,  1986;
Roy,  1989). The key here is the index or criterion
which  has  been  constructed  and  acceoted  as  the
basis  Of reasoning  and  of comparison.  It  may  be
useful ro assign it a discriminatlon threshold whieh
should  not  be  confused  with  a  sinple  margin  Of
ilnprecision  (see  Bouyssou  and  Roy,  1987).

3) As scon as several criteria co[]ie into play in
order  to  make  a  decision,  the  question  arises  of
hhow  ro  characterize  the  specific  role  which  falls
to each Of them. As such,  it rs usually a matter of
the  importance or weight given  to  each criterion.

It  js  not  uncommon  for  a  decision-maker  to  af-
fin sponlaneously that, in  his or her view,  such-
and-such   a   criterion   is   `morc   important   than'
another and that il would  not  trouble  him or her
in  the  least  to  give one  the  value  of 0.6  and  the
other  0.4.  The  OR-DA  literature  abounds  with
articles   describing   procedures   for   `estimating'
h-cs,:.:.o,enffi:i::ntsnofciFepr,aft:::eato:t=cei.g|:s,f,,s,

context,  the  concept  of estimation  is  not  usually
an  appropriate  key.  It has meaning only jf some-

::e;ean¥::ea::Crow:]atdeeT:epdreqc:saeTytiuasesp:dsjtbhL::
It  appears that  this would  only be  true  in  excep-
tional cases for reasons that we win mention only
briefly (for more  details, see  Mo`isseau,  1993).

The  A,.  coefficients  appear  in  the  majority  of
aggregation   models   and   procedures   (weighted
sum  model,  hierarchical  analysis,  multi-attribute
utility   theory.   ELECTRE   and   PROMETHEE
methods, etc.). These models and procedures un-
derscore  the  fact  that  the  meaning  Of  A,.{oeffi-
cients may be closely linked to the precise defini-
lion  of  criteria  (notably  those  units  chosen),  as
well as lo the mode of aggregation (compensatory
or  non-compensatory).  True  values  that  can  be
estinated,  therefore,  exist  only  if  the  decision-
maker clearly takes into account the finely honed
deflnjtion of criteria in a well-defined aggregation
model.  We  may  consider  that  this  is  not  usually
the  case  (see  3b).

Under  these  conditions,  the  values  envisaged
for  the  A,  coefficients  appear  to  be  values  that
`fit', values with which  the  decision-maker is

coefficients can, therefore. be
looked upon  as the keys which allow us to differ-
entia(e  the  role  played  by  each  cri(erion  in  the
aggregation model selected. The meaning of these
coefficients  (and  consequently  of their values)  is
closely  linked  to  the  hypotheses  which  underlie
this aggregation model.

nI_EgLWQr_k. The  A,.

5c)  The
folinulated

deveJoi]ed   may   be
either as a [g=±gy for the dissatisfac-

tjon froln which  the problem  originated (see  2d),
or as  and  temporary,  intermediary acquisition  to
serve  as  a  basis  for discussion  and  communica-
!iQn. In both instances thcrecommenda[ion'Tdr--
pact wi# bc /:imt.red  by the difficulties encountered
in  validating  it:  what  confers  a  value  on  it  and
proves   its  viability   ?   Before   suggesting  several
elements of a  response  to this question, I  think it
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is  useful to emphasize (follour€ng on from  consid-
erations  taken  up  in  3c)  aiid  4c))  that  it  is  not
easier  to  provide  answers  to  this  question  with
one or the other of the t`ro paths discussed above
(even  if the  question  is  asked  in  rather  different
terms).

To   the   extent  that  in   OR-DA  we   are   fre-
quently  led  to  doubt (see  3b))  the very existence
of what  the  path  of realism  leads  us to  describe,
what  means  do we  have  at  our  disposal  for vali-
dating   a   prescription?    In    particular,    I    have
demonstrated elsewhere (Roy,  1987a) the  illusory
and  even  dangerous  elements  that  could   arise
from trying to base this validation on a hypothesis
of existence.  With regard to the axiomatic path,  I
have  explained  why  (jn  4c))  it  could  only  with
difficulty  claim  to  provide  the  foundation  for  a
`true'  decision:  the  body of knowledge  produced

by  this  path  does  not  of  necessity  s|)ring  fl.om
norms of action. The constructivist path, even if it
is  no more  certain,  at  least  has  the  advantage  Of
claining  neither  to  provide  the  foundation  for
nor to ap|)roxinate  a truth.

What are the means at our disposal in OR-DA
for  validating  the   kn.owledge   produced   by   the
constructivist  path?  This  js  a  subject  which  goes
well beyond the  scope of this  article:  I  shall  linit
myself here to several observations and questions.

I) The  mere  fact  that  a  recommendation  de-
veloped  using  certain  concepts,  models,   proce-
dures and/or results has been  accepted  and has
given  satisfaction  in  no  way  constitutes  a  valida-
lion    of    these    concepts,    models.    procedures
and/or  results.  Ljkewisc,  a  rejection  of  the  rec-
ommendation  cannot  be  regarded  as  a  falsjfica-
tjon  (in   Popper's  sense   of  the   ten)   of  these
concepts.  models,  procedures  and/or  results.  To
recognize their  scientific
me  that  two  minimal

value,  it  would  seem  to
conditions  must  be  met:

(i )  that  there  js  a  sufficiefrtly  large   research
community which is interested in them and which
sees  -  in  these concepts, models,  procedures and
results - instruments appropriate to OR-DA pro-
jects;

(ii)  that  there  is  a  fabric  of  decision-making
situations. within the framework of which  we  can
attest  to  their  productive  nature,  enabling  us  ei-
ther  `to  make  predictions'  or  `to  bring  about  or
avoid,  as  the  case  may  be,  certain  phenomena
(i.e.  appearances,  events,  experiences)'  which  re-
late  to  decisions.

197

These  conditions  might  appear  `Iax'  and,  con-
sequently,  insufficient  for  the  kind  of validation
we would  look for, when  we  are  not  referring to
predictions.

2)  In  order  to   reduce   this  insufficienqr  we
should, naturally. seek to reinforce  the second of
the  two  conditions  mentioned  above,  furnishing
a[  least  some  elements  of an  answer  to  the  two
following, closely interrelated questions:

-  In order to gore a convincing accoui'It of their

prodrctiue  I.ature  in  lerrns  Of  appearances,  ei)`ents
and aperlerices  related to decisions,  what  must we
be able to observe?

- What protocol and demands must the account
satisfy   so   that   the   ualidity   arld   I;iabtlity   of  the
concepts,  modes,  procedures  or  results  in question
will be recognized?

Let  us emphasize  that within  the  path  of real-
ism,  there  is one  correct answer to  these sorts  of
questions:   that  wc  can  give  an  account  stating
that,  under experimental  conditions.  in  line  with
a  wellrdefined   protocol,   certain   events  of  and
qualitative or quantitative nature are produced in
conformity with  the  predJ.cJi.our  that  the  body  of
knowledge in question  allows  us  to make.  It  is  in
this way that numerous experiments have enabled
us  to  witness  consistently  the  gaps  between  the
real behavior of decision-makers put in risk situa-
lions  (described  in  probabilistic  tens)  and  the
predictions of such  behavior given  by the  experi-
mental   mathema(ical   utility   model   in   the   Von
Neumann-Morgenstem  sense.  This  model's  in-
ability  to  explain  the  decision-making behavior  it
claims  to  describe  constitutes  a  folTn  of falsifica-
lion  which  is  not  without   interest  for  OR-DA.
For   all   that.   however,   neither   the   concept   of
utility function  nor  the  procedure  for calculating
expected value  loses  all  its  interest  or viability  as
keys  which  can   develop   convictions   and   cause
them   to   evolve,   as   well   as   coTnmunicate   with
respect  to  the  foundations  of  these  convictions
(see  13ouyssou.  1990).

The  example  given  above  underlines  a  major
difficulty for replying to the  questions posed pre-
viously. Within OR-DA, trying to base an account
of validity  and  viability  on  the  fact  that  predic-
lions are verified would be too restrictive because
the   concepts,   models,   procedures   and   results
whose validity we  are  attel7]pting  to  evaluate  are
bound  to influence  future  decisions  and  not  give
an account of what occurs outside their influence.
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It  is  a  trtacphysical  aloctTi;ne  the  from  the
sapean€ecedeTusfouozlifhesameconsequerus.
9Go  gee  can gainsay   ehis.  But  ie  is -not  Of
rr[uch use  in  a ayoTtt  G4ze  this,  in dyhich  the
same   antecedents   tLever  qgain   cotLcuT,   and
nothing   ?ue:  _happerLs   twee...  rHue  physied
aSom.:I/hie4fiasasoTne;zihatsimihT-asiecfis
that 'f ran tits c[utecedemls folf oui f tks; corlse-

quents.. Tut here twe haw passed from sa.ne-
ness  to  ft43ness, fran a6Sohi€e aeeuTvy  to  a.
tnore  or  less  rcngh  apprqui:mLLtion.  rlfiTe  are
certch  cfasses   Of  Elhenomera...  in  dyftieh  cL
Ssmalfmalfe==.mint#hede#ufeT£T°#=ed3

events in these cases is stable. rlfen are other
CbLSST  Of FhemFTI:a? dyftich  are  tnoTe  canpG..
cated:,  ard in ¥hich _cases Of insta6ilrty in
occur,  €he itTm6cT Of siLch cases ineTea:Ting,  Jn
an aptrene[y rapif man:rier., as the "unJer of
varia6fes  i:ne:Teases  (Moo(Iuelf  (1873)) 1 .

1  Qpeed in f ksebnd (ig88).

Citatiort  15

3)  In  OR-DA,  much  more than  in  the  natural
scl.ences, all experimentation will encounter insta-
bility (see  Citation  15).  1lijs comes  from  the  mul-
tiplicity of variables or factors which are  impossi-
ble  lo control  completely:  the not  always  percep-
tible  discrepancies  in  the   huTnan  and  organiza-
tonal  context,  in  the  purpose  of the  decision,  in
the  way  questions  are  formulated  or  certain  as-
pects  of the  consequences  apprehended,  etc.  can
be the Cause of fundamental differences.  Because
of  this,  trying  to  base  an  account  of  value  and
viability  essentjaJly  on  the   Aapc/f./I.on   and   nepAo-
duc/I.on  of experinents seerns to me to lead to an
impasse  (which  does  not  mean  that we  must give
up  all  experimentation),

4) The  final,  and  undoubtedly not  the  least  of
oLir   difficulties   in   going  beyond   the   necessary
rnininal  conditions  laid  out  in  (i)  above,  derives
from the interactions, which are often not negligi-
ble, between a finely honed and detailed observa-

lion  of a  decision-making process  and  the  evolu-
tion of that process.  Frequently,  the mere  fact of
being  interested  in  a  decision,  talking  about  it,
reviewing the arguments. modelling and perform-
ing calculations  interacts  above  all  with  the  final
result,  but  also  with  the  entire  decision-making
context.  Everything  leads  us  to  believe   that  in
many  cases   (see  5b))  it   js   the  very  questions,
techniques  of  observation,  instruments  for  mea-
suring.  etc. which give concrete  fom  and  consis-
tency to  qualitative  and  quantitative  aspects  that
we  would  have  hoped  to  apprehend  wj[hout  in
any  way  disturbing the  system within  which  they
are supposed to be resident.

5)  Validation  must always  rest on  the  consen-
sue of a  community which  has set rules  for  itself
to  this  end.  We  should  note  that  the  rules  that
physicists  set  for  themselves  (following  the  path
of  realism),  which  were  satisfactory  over  a  long
period  of  time,  are  today  the  subject  of contro-
versy (see, for example, D'Espagnat,  1983;  Ortoli
and  Pharabod,   1984;  Prigogine,  1990),  prinarily
due  to  the  cype  of difficulties  cited  above  in  3)
and  4).  O`/ercoming  such  djfflculties,  as  well  as
those  mentioned  in  2),  and  suggesting  sufficient
validation rules suitable for OR-DA hardly seems
feasible  as  long  as we  want  to  proceed  by  trans-
posing   or   transplanting   rules   which   have   sue.
cceded   in   physics.   We   should   avoid   having   to
invent  a  reality  for  the  needs  of  the  cause.  Be
that  as  i(  may,  it  is  inportant  not  (o  forget  that
(he  difficulties  in  validation  which  we  have  pre-
sented here are not inherent in desiring to follow
the constructivist path in order to give meaning to
knowledge;  they are  inherent,  first and foremost,
in  the very object of the  knowledge jn  question.

6.  Why  `decision-aid  science'  rather  than  `deci-
sion  science'?

Throughout  this  article  I  have  acknowledged
that  the  OR-DA project (see 2a)) was capable  of
producing  a  certain  kind  of  knowledge  which  is
not  devoid of interest.  This  is  an  assertion which
might   lead   to  controversy  amongst   those   who,
having  adopted   a   determinist   position   (in   line
with  the  well-kno`m  text  by  Laplace  reproduced
in  Citation   16),  leave  no  room  for  free  arbitra-
tion.  For  anyone  thinking  along  these  lines,  the
very  notion  of decision,  as  well  as  that  of  deci-
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q^fe qugh± then to aged the ptesou sta*e of
the uqufuerse as the effect Of its as.wioT ssaie
arl as  the  caiLse  Of the  orne  tiihieh is  to  fo[-
bz!!-given_for  one  instarlt  ar.` inteuvilne
dy4j£4_  could  com:prebend   all   rfe  for;;e$   6y
witch rlature is  art;rna;ted and the tcspectiJe
SinLa:vices  Of the  6gings  ayho  compose it  .  an
haeuigelue  sufficiet.i(9  vast  to  su6wi¢  these
hto  to  ana4/sis  .  it  zuoulf  em6Tace  in  the
Sfm± fuT?1J!a  the  tncoetnetus  Of  the greatest
bodies  Of the  un:fuerse  qul  those  Of the  Gab-
test atom ; fior it, nothing wiilf 6e uni:ertain
ted the future, as  the past, dyoutt 6e preseTit
to its  eyes  (Laptae  (1951)).

Citatiot, 16

sion-aid, loses all interest. It is clear that I do not
subscn.be  to such a position,  but to elaborate any
further on  thispoint  would  fall  outside  the  scope
of the present ardcle.

The fact that the  body of knowledge produced
can  be  a  matter of concern  for  a  science  (in  the
sense  ptlt  forth  in  2b))  has  been  only  indirectly
discussed  in  the  preceding sections of this paper.
Wha(  allows us  to judge  the validity and viability
of this body of knowledge  has been the source  of
mal]y  questions.  Are  the  methods  LLsed  to  pro-
duce this body of knowledge really appropriate to
the   specificl.ty   of   problems   involving   decision-
making, within the framework of the goal defined
and,  above  all.  does  this  goal  actually  stand  uLp
under critical  scrutiny? The  answer will  differ,  as
we   shall   see.   according   to   whether  or  not  we
consider that the object of the body of knowledge
in   question   is   decision-making   per   se   or   only
decision-aid.

In  order  to  speak  in  terms  of a  `decision  sa.-
ence', - ;n the sense I shall give to this expression
below - we must be able to accept the first of two
possibilities   mentioned   ifl   the   preceding   para-
graph. In the first instance, I shall explain why, in
my opinion, decision science does not stand up to
critical  discussion.  I  shall  then  show  that  this  is
not  the  case  with  the  second  posslbility.  and  I
shall  endeavor  (o explain  (succinctly) my concep-
tion  of  a  decision-aid  science's  goals  and  meth-
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ode,   envisaged  in  relation   to   the  constructivtst
and axiomatic paths.

6a)   I   wilt   designate  with   the   ter[n   decision
scfencc  "  a science whose  purpose would  be  the
search for objective truths in decision-making and,
more particularly, the knowledge - if not precise,
then  at least approxinate  - of the best decision
within a given context, through the use of models
presented   as   sinplifications   of  realrty.  Such   a
science  could  not,  in  my opinion,  exist without  a
first   and   fundamental   postulate   which   I   have
temed  the  postulate  of the  optimun).  I  feel  it  js
necessary  to  begin  here  by  reviewing  this  I)osti]-
Iate.

Ppstulate Of the optinu". In situation likely to
iriuolue  decision.maJcirig,  there  will be  all  hast  one
a.p[imal decision, namely one for which il is possible
(on the condiiion that we hiije adeq:unte ;inn and

resources)   to   establish   objecrfuely   ihat   a  clearly
beller decision  does  rot exist.  It should be I)assible
t?  do  this  while  renLiining  neutral  in terres  of  the
decision-making process itself.

Objectivity, which goes hand in glove with neu-
traJjty,  is  based  here  on  the  followhg  two  hy-
potheses:

Hypothesis  L  A  criterion  giving  meaning  to  the
corlcept  of  oprim:uln  carl be  defined indapendently
Of any  opiniorL  conutcrion,  Value or haman preju-
dice  (see  Cilalion  1).

Hypothesis 2. The oplimal decision can be discou-
ered or approrima[ed and recognized as such inde-
pendently  of  the  models  and  procedrres  used  lo
arnue at  il.

These t`ro hypotheses stand alone only jf we also
accept  the  following postulate  (see  Roy,  1985):

Postulate   of  realf ty  of  the   first  order.  t5   77!e
principal  asi>ects  of realtry  (ar.  indii;idual's  prefer-

"  We will observe  that it is impossible lo corfue a `decision

scieltce.   .hue   defued   with   a   sclencc  whasc   I)tirposc   is
focused on descnbing and sfudying how aclots decide, even
if  this   scicncc   is   to   develo|)   models  wliich   account   for
actors'  bchavior  and  predict  sofltc  of  lhelT  dccisious  (see.
for exaltlple`  Bell  et  al..  1988).  We should obscfve that  this
se.\etice Of decisionmaking behavio.Lr cares a aphe.e whose
concerns   arc   rather  distinct   from   these   cBcoqntcred   if]
OR-DA. This docs not mean that the body of howledgc i.
produces  is  not of in(Crest  to  OR-DA.

"  Wi(Ii  reference  to  WatzJawick's (1984) (ef.minolagy.
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Citation  17

eLres.,, [he borderline  betyeen iiossible  and impossi-
bp, ih€ .coTequences of an ;ction) on ;ir;F-ir;i-
sl::: ?id is based r:lap lo_ objec.ts of knowleaje-;Fit
c==]#_. s_ee?  as  g,olh  qu.en__(existing  ounin  i;;

Todellrl?  thereof)   and  sufficiently -stable   (-in-;kefro:_e:fa#o'==fefo'tyle;f=:'r:fisi*-,:,ike

=::,::_st_ate  or .the  precise  u.alue  (which  can  be  ofe!h_=£:  c:rtain  a:  p  stocpastic  rialure)-of -I-;:s'e
sp±_I : _:harpelerislics   judged   significani-`of---=e
aspecl  of reality.

It  emerges from  the  preceding discussion  that
a  `dccision  science',  in  light of the  very object  Of
its  quest  for knowledge,  can  only be  anchored  in
the  path  of  realism  (the  quest  for  descriptions
and objective tmths) although it must at the same
time,  in  order  to  validate  the  knowledge  it  pro-
duces, find sup|]ort in a quest for norlus rooted in
the   axlomatic   path.   If,   as   I   would   clain,   the
postulates  and  hy|)otl]eses  above  are  inheren[  in
tlie  goal  of such  a  science  and  in  the  paths  they
lnust take  to give meaning to the knowledge  they
produce,  then  the  possibility  of such  a  `science'
must  be  rejected.  Indeed,  the  arguments  devel-
oped  in  Sections  3-5  have  shown  why  this  con-
junction  of the  first two paths  is  inpracticable in
OR-DA and have put forth many exalliples inval-
idating  the  postulates  and  hypotheses  above.  Is
accepting  these  postulates  and  hypotheses  not  -
as   Citation   17   here   suggests  (see   also   Serres,

±jE± would  seek to  developi  n;rfuf

1989)  -  tantainotint  to  uianting  to  make  science

gL##T*Tofa#pr~tinganow
6b).Let  us  now/  envisage  another kind  of `sct-

ene' whose object is not to know or to approxi-
rate  the  best possible  decision  but ro develop  a
oupus Of conditions  and means on whieh we carl
base our decisions in fa`ror Of `what we  behove  to
be  most  suitable.  By  thus  shifting  the  object  of
the quest for knowledge,  it seems to me that ve
can conceive Of a decision-aid science.

In my understanding Of it,  the sede of deof-
ri-a:A    \\'-.-11   -__,.   ._    i_      ,

concepts,  models,  procedures  and results  able  to
fom  a  structured  and  coherent  body  of knowl-
edge  which  can  act  -  in  conjunction  with  the
colpus  of  hypotheses  -  as  keys,  so  as  [o  guide
decision-making  and  to  communicate  to  its  sub-
ject in conforrfuty with objectives and values.  Rjg-
orous  concepts,  well  formalized  models,  precis-e
calculation procedures (notably optimization pro-
cedrres)  and  axiomatic  results  should  be  at  the
heart of such a science. Through them, we should
be  able  to  claim  to  enlighten  and  scientifically
accompany decision-making processes notably:

-   by  making  the   objective  stand   out   more
clearly from the  less objective;

-  by  separating  robust  from  fragfle  conclu-
siorls;

-  by  dissipating  certain   forms  of  misunder-
standing in communieatjon;

- by  avoiding  the  pitfall  Of illusory  reasoning;
-  by  emphasizing,  once  they  are  understood.

incontrovertible  results.
Thus   conceived   of.   decision-aid   science   es-

capes those fundamental criticisms set forth above
with   reference   to   a   `decision   science'.   Indeed,
when  we  consider  the  shift  in  the  object  of  the
quest  for
account:

it   is  possible   (o   fake   in(o

(i)   those  aspects  of  reality  which  give  mean-
ing,  value  and  order  to  facts  (and  thus  free  us
from Hypothesi.s  I);

(ji)  the  influence  exerted  upon  this  reality  by
observing   it,   organizing  it,   provoking  within   it
certain  forms  of  debate  or  even  having  certain
tools placed  there (and  thus freeing us  from  Hy-
pothesis 2).

Such a science cannot ctain to root its body of
knowledge  in  the  knowledge  of  objects  entirely
exterml  to  its  o`m  workings.  Consequently,  this  /,
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science  cannot  establish  vaJidjty  for  its  body  of
knowledge  on  the  basis  of  its  greater  or  lesser
aptitude  for  reflecting,  even  though  sinplifica-
tious,  what is clained  to  be  reaJrty. This science
would have no need, therefore, of the two postu-
Iates put forth in 5a). This does not signify that it
should  give   up  all   description:   descriptions  of
physical,  fmancial,  institutional,  socio-economl.c,
psychological,  etc.  systems  (produced  16  in  other
disciplines)  will   obviously   have   a   role   to   play
within decision-aid science.  It is nonetheless  true
that  the  path  of realism  can  only  play  a  rather
marginal role in producing and validating knowl-
edge  in  decision-aid  science.  The  latter  must,  in
my  opinion,  be  developed  essentially  within  the
constructivist path, taken in conjunctibn with (and
observing certain precautions) the axiomatic path.
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